2009 USDF Trainers` Conference at the High Meadow Farm in Florida
WEST PALM BEACH -- Certified
Trainers and Judges from the United
States were invited to attend a clinic
with Dutch master trainer Henk Van
Bergen this past January 2009. Mr.
Van Bergen shared his knowledge and
training techniques by coaching seven
high-level demo riders (including
Olympian: Courtney King) and their
mounts during
two intensive 8hr-days.
Hank Van Bergen and Susann
Regalmuto
Mr. Van Bergen’s remarkable career achievements include:
1966 -- certified Instructor: Royal Dutch Riding School.
1972 -- Dutch Olympic Dressage Team coach at the Munich Games.
1984 -- Olympian Tineke Bartels’ coach at the Los Angeles Games.
1988 -- Japanese Olympic Dressage Team coach at the Seoul Games.
1988 -- Appointed Dutch National Trainer.
1992 -- Dutch Olympic Dressage Team coach at the Barcelona Games.
Currently Mr. Van Bergen is the owner of Brakkenstein Dressage Stables in Nijmegen, Holland,
national coach for the UK Junior and Young Riders teams, and regularly gives clinics in England,
Spain and the U.S.
Some Highlights of the clinic included:
INTRODUCTION
During the introduction to his clinic Mr. Bergen said a good teacher is one who can relate the
basics of dressage in a straight forward way, encourage the student that he or she is able to do it,
and make lessons so informative and pleasurable that they get the pupil back for the next lesson.
He also explained that a good trainer is a “translator of the horse’s body language,” who can
quickly gauge what type of individual the horse is and be able to understand, and explain to the
student, the dynamic between horse and student rider (explaining for example why the horse is
kicking or going sideways).
WARM UP
The warm up for a teacher is important because it gives the trainer the first signs of how the horse
is moving and feeling. A trainer should watch carefully for signs of relaxation, stretching in the
contact, the effect of the stretching, and the outline of the horse’s neck.
How are the transitions during the warm up? Are they well supported so the horse is not falling
on the forehand? Can the student build up the connection from the hind legs to the front?
The trainer must teach the horse that he has a good forward reaction from the leg. Most people
apply too much pressure from their legs to get the horse forward which can cause dullness to the

leg aids instead the rider should rather breath with the legs and develop a finer leg aid. Working
on extensions in the trot, one must be careful not to ride the extended trot for too long and instead
should return to the rising trot in order to stretch the horse over his back.
Also the trainer should be careful not to ride the horse too freely during the warm up in order to
ensure that the horse is within the trainers’ aids. The trainer should use the warm up to create a
situation wherein the horse is round, soft in the neck, and willing to reach forward-downward.
Only then should the trainer add power without increasing speed.
Mr. Van Bergen quoted the esteemed Hubertus Schmidt in regards to the warm up: “Keep it as
short as possible and as long as necessary.”
One of the demo horses Mr.Bergen observed needed more activity in the trot. He explained he
didn`t want the trainer to chase the trot because one can`t improve a gait by speed, but rather by
rhythm, cadence, and a little bending and stretching of the neck.
Mr. Van Bergen advised striving for relaxation in the warm up and to use the canter if the horse
improves during the relaxation. After the horse follows the allowing hand to stretch forward and
downward then bring the horse slowly up into a 50/50 balance, then go to transition and work on
softness/relaxation, then use circles and ask for flexion and bending, maintain basic rhythm, and
work on shoulder fore in active rhythm, before bringing the horse slightly back into the trot so the
horse rocks back on his haunches, and finally performing a walking transition, without losing the
rhythm and the forwardness.
Build up the training session by using shoulder-in haunches towards half passes from the quarter
line to the outline and the opposite way doing half passes from outline to quarter line and back.
And follow up with a medium trot along the half side.
Mr. Van Bergen observed one horse and rider working on a “short step exercise” which means a
rider takes the horse back into the trot and develops short steps – so-called ‘half steps’ – before
moving the horse out again. In general, said Mr. Van Bergen, one should do this exercise only
for a short time; otherwise it can do more harm than good. The gelding observed was tense and
wanted to piaffe when the rider approached the short steps, so Mr. Van Bergen advised to first
establish good trot/walk transitions, keep the horse round over the back and not too high in the
neck, so as not to block the hind end. He further advised to be pleased with small gains, and to
avoid letting the horse become stiff in the body.
From that point forward, Mr. Van Bergen advised to work on half passes in trot, starting in
shoulder fore position. Then half pass left, with some flexion right, before half pass right; and
then, again, in the opposite direction. He stressed the importance of not changing the bend, but
rather the flexion!
Mr. Van Bergen spoke about the dragging of hind legs and said that indicates stiffness in the back
of the horse; “the back of the horse is like the bit in the mouth, you need to create a good seat
position, let the horse swing through your hips, then keep working in the canter with the half
passes and the changes.”
CANTER PIROUETTES
Mr. Van Bergen said that if one’s test result shows a 5 for your canter pirouette, you would rather
have a 5 for a bigger circle with even rhythm, than a 5 for a pirouette that is irregular in the

rhythm. The approach, from the teacher’s point of view, should be, in that moment different than
the judges,’ but, in the end, completely aligned.
CHANGES
Mr. Van Bergen spoke about how to correct changes that are late behind:
“in general you start with changes when the quality of the canter is good it doesn’t really depend
on the age of the horse.”
He went on to say that a horse being “late behind” could be due to many different factors:
including stiffness in the back and just plain laziness, and that it can sometimes be difficult to
correct. He suggested trying to correct it thru counter canter; changing your whip and tapping the
late leg before the switch. If the horse is late in front try to unbalance the horse in the corner. His
motto is: “If one has a problem find a good solution, don`t wait and don’t be afraid to make a
mistake. Really good and totally wrong are closer together than you think. Mistakes are only bad
when you don`t know you’ve made them.”
Additional Tips from Mr. Bergen include:
Pay special attention to the beginning and the end of your movements. Sometimes the
beginning is promising, but then the movement fades. It is the finish that brings the
progress. The finish of one exercise is the preparation for the next. If the movement is
difficult, you may decide to end it sooner than you originally planned, but it should still
be your decision.
Subject Edge. Your horse’s little protests tell you when the work becomes difficult. With
experience, we find where the edge is. One needs to go right to the edge, without going
over. Don’t go over the edge, but if you back off you will never make progress. Be
brave enough to teach your horse. Progress is made on the edge. Make the work difficult
but don’t make it impossible.
As a teacher we shouldn’t give out too much information, but rather find the main
problem, concentrate on that and forget about the rest. Same for the horse, don’t expect
too much.
Ask often, expect little and reward a lot.
A good trainer seeks to train the ambitious rider who shows determination, regardless of
what level he or she rides.
Overall the conference with Mr. Bergen was very informative and highly educational and in
my opinion, as a USDF certified trainer and instructor, an amazing opportunity no serious
trainer should miss.
For more information on USDF yearly conferences please contact www.usdf.org
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